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Abstract
Charge recombination kinetics of bacterial photosynthetic protein Reaction Center displays an exquisite sensitivity to the 
actual occupancy of ubiquinone-10 in its QB-binding site. Here, we have exploited such phenomenon for assessing the growth 
and the aggregation/fusion of phosphocholine vesicles embedding RC in their membrane, when treated with sodium oleate.
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1 Introduction

Besides their well-known use in biophysics, biochemis-
try and medicine, in recent years, artificial lipid vesicles 
(liposomes) have attracted attention as whole-cell mod-
els in “bottom-up” synthetic biology [1–4]. The resulting 
structures, when hierarchically organized in more complex 
systems called “artificial cells”, “synthetic cells” or “pro-
tocells”, serve as cellular models to understand fundamen-
tal principles of life or to develop frontier biotechnological 
applications.

One interesting direction refers to dynamical morpho-
logical transformations deriving from vesicle–vesicle or 
vesicle–amphiphile interactions, such as: amphiphile uptake, 
membrane growth, division, fusion, shape changes, etc. Such 
processes reveal how artificial cells can accomplish several 

transformations in the absence of complex macromolecu-
lar machineries [4–6]. For example, fatty acid vesicles can 
grow-and-divide if stimulated by the addition of a proper 
fatty acid precursor (e.g., fatty acid anhydride) [7]. The 
interaction between vesicles made of phospholipids and 
those made of fatty acids also gives rise to an interesting 
dynamics, based on molecular transfer of vesicle constitu-
ents from one population to the other [8]. As a third exam-
ple, the presence of fatty acids in PC membranes has made 
possible a spontaneous vesicle division driven by an encap-
sulated enzyme reaction, which triggers the division by an 
intravesicle pH change [9].

The photosynthetic Reaction Center (RC), a photore-
sponsive transmembrane protein, is a widely used model 
system to investigate the transduction of light into chemi-
cal energy [10–12]. RC can be reconstituted in vesicles to 
mimic the physiological transmembrane conditions. In par-
ticular, a single white light flash induces a charge separation 
within the RC-bound cofactors, based on electron transfer of 
one electron from the bacteriochlorophyll special pair (D) 
to the acceptor quinone molecules (Q) located in the QA-
site (tightly bound) or in the QB-site (loosely bound). The 
charge-separated states (D+QA

− or D+QAQB
−) recombine to 

the initial state by an internal charge recombination (c. r.) 
(Fig. 1a). The kinetics of the c. r. reaction depends upon the 
occupancy of the QB-site [13]. In turn, this depends on the 
concentration and diffusion of unbound Q, which—if hydro-
phobic, as in the case of ubiquinone-10 natively present in 
the RC and employed in the present study—also resides in 
the liposome membrane or in other available hydrophobic 
domains (the mechanisms of charge separation and recom-
bination is illustrated in Figure S1).
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The fine-tuned dependence of the c.r. kinetics upon the 
occupancy of the QB-site offers the opportunity to probe the 
“environmental” state around the RC, providing information 
on the processes within the vesicle membrane [14], includ-
ing membrane growth, vesicle fusion or aggregation, uptake 
of amphiphiles, etc.

In this paper, we present an investigation on the use of 
the kinetics of the charge recombination reactions measured 
via transient absorbance spectroscopy, for assessing dynami-
cal processes of phosphatidylcholine vesicles triggered by 
sodium oleate. Traditionally, this kind of studies on the 
dynamics of morphological change of vesicle membranes 
are performed by direct inspection (electron microscopy 
and light microscopy), by monitoring the size changes (light 
scattering, turbidimetry), or by monitoring the fate of the 
solutes entrapped in the vesicle lumen or in their membrane 
(often via fluorescence) [15]. On the other hand, monitoring 
of lipid vesicle transformations by following the change of 
a transmembrane protein activity is only one aspect of our 
study. At the same time, we aim to show that the Reaction 
Center keeps its functionality during vesicle morphology 
changes (membrane growth due to the uptake of fresh fatty 
acid molecules), and during membrane solute exchange due 
to vesicle–vesicle interactions.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  Materials

The photosynthetic Reaction Centers were extracted and 
purified from R. sphaeroides (strain R-26) [16] using a 
buffer containing 20 mM Tris–HCl, LDAO (lauryl dimethyl 
N-Oxide, 0.03%  wt./vol) and 1 mM EDTA at pH 8.0. In this 
preparation, the Qtotal:RC molar ratio was 1.8 ± 0.05. When 
needed, the Q molecules still bound to the QB-site were 
removed according to Okamura et al. [17], obtaining QB-
depleted RC, whose Qtotal:RC molar ratio was 1.05 ± 0.05. 
When full QB occupation was required, excess quinone was 
added to the system.

2.2  Vesicle preparation

Small unilamellar vesicles of soybean phosphatidylcholine 
(PC from Sigma‐Aldrich), containing RC or ubiquinone‐10 
(UQ10, here indicated as Q) or both were prepared by the 
micelle‐to‐vesicle transition method, as described in Milano 
et al. [18], and briefly explained in SI. We prepared the fol-
lowing types of vesicles: (a) DQA@PC with PC:RC molar 
ratio of 8000:1; (b) DQAQB@PC with PC:RC molar ratio 
of 8000:1 and  QB-site 80% occupied, indicated by a symbol 
in smaller size; (c) DQAQB@PC with PC:RC:Q molar ratio 
of 8000:1:32 and QB-site fully occupied; (d) Q@PC with 
PC:Q molar ratio of 8000:32. Actual concentration values 
are given in table S1. All experiments were carried out in 
50 mM K–phosphate/100 mM KCl buffer (pH 6.9). The 
method used for RC reconstitution does not allow for pre-
cise control of the protein orientation, therefore the proteins 
could plausibly be oriented 50% outward and 50% inward 
of the vesicles.

2.3  Sodium oleate addition

Sodium oleate (OL) was added from an 80 mM stock solu-
tion in Milli-Q water in which OL is present as micellar 
aggregates (OLm).

2.4  Charge recombination measurements and data 
analysis

In all experiments, the c.r. kinetics was recorded at 25 °C 
up to complete decay by means of a custom designed 
spectrophotometer (Figure S2). The decay curves, after 
normalization to A(0) = 1, were fitted to a bi-exponen-
tial decay function, to keep into account the simultane-
ously occurring charge recombination paths, namely 
the fast one (f: D+QA

− → DQA) and the slow one (s: 
D+QAQB

− → DQAQB), Eq. 1:

Fig. 1  a Photoinduced electron transfer reactions and charge recom-
bination in photosynthetic RC in absence (left) and presence (right) 
of exogenous quinone. b Recorded traces of the charge recombination 
reaction for the above-depicted cases
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Af and As being the amplitudes of the fast and the slow decay 
components, respectively, whereas kf and ks are the corre-
sponding rate constants. Recalling that Af + As = 1, and fixing 
kf = 9.0 s−1 [19], experimental points were fitted by varying 
As and ks, both depending on the QB-site occupancy [13, 
20, 21]. The area under the curve (S) of the bi-exponential 
function has been calculated accordingly. S has the following 
analytical expression (Eq. 2):

and ranges from 1/kf = 0.11 s (when As → 0) to 1/ks when the 
slow decay dominates (i.e., As → 1), in presence of an excess 
of added quinones. For RC in PC liposomes treated with 
oleate, the value of ks is 0.42 s−1, and thus S → 2.38 s. The 
range of existence of S (0.11 to 2.38 s) allows monitoring 
the QB-site occupancy.

A parameter p correlated to the QB-occupancy, according 
to (Eq. 3):

ranges between 0 (in QB-depleted RCs) and 1 (when the 
QB-site is fully occupied). The reported p values in replicate 
experiments vary of about ± 10%, but despite the numerical 
variations, the observed trends were maintained.

2.5  Dynamic light scattering

Vesicles diameters (z-averages) were measured by dynamic 
light scattering (DLS, Zetasizer Nano).

3  Results and discussion

We carried out kinetic assays of vesicle systems according to 
three different experimental designs schematically depicted 
in Fig. 2a.

3.1  Type I experiments

3.1.1  Type Ia

DQAQB@PC samples were treated with OLm (OL:PC = 1) 
and the c.r. kinetics was recorded after different time inter-
vals. At each time point, p was calculated from the fitting 
parameters and Fig. 2b shows the variation of p over time. In 
particular, p suddenly decreases from 0.28 to 0.15 soon after 

(1)A(t) = Afe
−kft + Ase

−kst,

(2)S =

∞

∫
0

A(t)dt =
1

kf
+ As

(

1

ks
−

1

kf

)

,

(3)p =
S − 0.11

2.38 − 0.11
,

the mixing, with minor changes at longer time. At 45 min, p 
reaches a stable value of 0.17.

3.1.2  Type Ib

DQAQB@PC vesicles were treated with increasing amounts 
of OLm to scan the OL:PC molar ratio from 0 to 2. Data are 
shown in Fig. 2c (curve i) with a monotone decrease of p 
from 0.28 to 0.13.

3.1.3  Type Ic

An experiment similar to Type Ib was performed with 
DQAQB@PC samples and data are shown in Fig. 2c (curve 
ii). In this case, due to the addition of an excess of free qui-
nones (RC:Q is equal to 1:32), the recombination kinetics is 
always mono-exponential. As result, the value of p is always 
close to 1 (see SI for further details). The constant ks slightly 
slows down due to the insertion of an increasing amount of 
negative charges inside the vesicle bilayer because of the 

Fig. 2  a Schematic representation of the three types of experiments. 
b Type Ia experiments. c Type Ib experiments (curve i). Type Ic 
experiment (curve ii); d type II experiments. e Type III experiments. 
Note: p values should be considered ± 10% (see text for details)
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uptake of OL. Indeed, around 3% of oleic acid molecule are 
deprotonated on the lipid bilayer at pH = 6.9 (pKa = 8.4).

3.2  Type II experiments

DQAQB@PC vesicles were mixed with an equal amount of 
pure PC vesicles, with or without the pre-treatment of each 
vesicle sample with OL (OL:PC = 1 for DQAQB@PC, and 
OL:PC = 2 for pure vesicles). Curve iii of Fig. 2d refers to 
mixing of DQAQB@PC with pure PC vesicles. Substan-
tially, no changes in p value was recorded. Curves iv and 
v of Fig. 2d refer to mixing of DQAQB@PC with pure PC 
vesicles in presence of oleate under stirring and unstirring 
conditions, respectively. In both cases, p halves in compari-
son to curve iii.

3.3  Type III experiments

DQA@PC and Q@PC vesicles were separately pre-treated 
with OL, then mixed together (1:1 v/v) to a final Q:RC molar 
ratio of 32. Curves vi and vii of Fig. 2e refer to experiments 
carried out by adding different amounts of OL to DQA@
PC vesicles, i.e., OL:PC = 1 (curve vi) and 2 (curve vii). 
Q@PC vesicles, instead, have been always pre-treated with 
2 equivalents of OL. The experiments clearly show that Q 
molecules rapidly populate the RC QB-site, and p rapidly 
increases from 0 to 0.26 (at low OL content, curve vi) or to 
0.56 (at high OL content, curve vii).

4  Discussion

The outcome of the experimental setup shows that moni-
toring the S value in liposome-reconstituted RCs is a con-
venient method for assessing vesicle transformations of the 
types described in this study (interaction with amphiphiles/
surfactants, vesicle growth, aggregation, solute exchange, 
etc.). The well-known OL micelles interaction with PC vesi-
cles [22, 23] represents a suitable study case to illustrate 
our claim.

In water, sodium oleate (OL) is present as self-assembled 
micelles in equilibrium with OL monomers. The pH of the 
micellar solution self-establishes around 10.5. When added 
to aqueous solution at lower pH, OL molecules become pro-
tonated and slowly self-convert to other association forms 
(e.g., vesicles at pH 8–9), but below pH  7 long chain fatty 
acids start becoming water insoluble [24–26]. In presence 
of PC vesicles, the added OL molecules quickly insert in 
the PC membrane [27–29], leading to the increase of vesi-
cle surface (vesicle growth) [23], changing of membrane 
properties (e.g., fluidity increases) [8], and endowing the 
resulting mixed PC/OL membranes with a negative charge. 
While at pH 8.5, a plain PC vesicle growth has been reported 

[23], at lower pH (e.g., 7.4) vesicle growth can also lead to 
vesicle aggregation/fusion and other complex transforma-
tions1 [30]. In this study, the OL addition to PC vesicles 
has been investigated at pH 6.9 (phosphate buffer). This pH 
was chosen since in these conditions, while RC still main-
tains its functionality, a higher fraction of the protonated 
OL molecules in the PC bilayer makes the resulting mixed 
OL/PC vesicles more prone to vesicle–vesicle interactions 
and solute exchange. Accordingly, when OL molecules are 
rapidly absorbed by the PC membranes, they determine vesi-
cle growth, the observed dilution effect of quinones, and 
the higher flexibility of mixed PC/OL membrane. Thus, a 
complex scenario takes place, where both vesicle growth 
and vesicle fusion/aggregation can coexist. Moreover, it is 
important to stress that since our method is sensitive only 
to the perturbation of the membrane size and composition, 
it cannot be used to prove vesicle–vesicle fusion (whereby 
the mixing of the internal aqueous solutes occurs). Despite 
this complexity, whose details are outside the purpose of 
the publication, the S analysis of RC c.r. kinetics, accom-
panied by a simple DLS size determination, leads to quite 
straightforward conclusions about the occupancy of the RC 
 QB-site, and thus, indirectly, about the dominant vesicle 
transformation.

Let us discuss how experimental S and p values can be 
used to decipher vesicle transformations. The OL insertion 
in PC membranes leads to an increase of the membrane sur-
face, diluting both RC and Q. Consequently, by the law of 
mass action, the binding of Q to RC becomes less favored 
and p decreases. However, since the membrane fluidity 
increases, we expect that the interaction between RC and Q 
becomes kinetically favored.

The RC c.r. kinetics also helps for detecting vesicle 
fusion/aggregation in two complementary approaches. It is 
expected that mixing DQAQB@PC with plain PC vesicles 
will lead to dilution of RC and Q on a larger hydrophobic 
surface (p decreases). In contrary, mixing DQA@PC with 
Q@PC will lead to the encounter of initially separated RC 
and Q, with a clear-cut increase of p.2

In type I experiments, OLm was added to DQAQB@PC 
vesicles. OL adsorption is rapid [27–29] and the negligi-
ble changes in the c. r. kinetics observed in time confirm 
essentially that all OL micelles were uptaken soon after 
the addition [22, 23] (Fig. 2b). In the case of OL:PC = 1, 
DLS reveals that the vesicle diameter increases from 42 ± 6 

1 Aggregation and fusion can happen because of the propensity of 
oleic acid molecules, formed by OL protonation, to self-assemble as 
non-lamellar inverted hexagonal structures, which can be fusogenic. 
At even lower pH, oleic acid separates as oil droplets [30].
2 In principle, in addition to fusion and aggregation, RC and/or Q 
could be shuttled between different vesicles by hydrophobic oleic 
acid/oleate-based carriers.
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to 51 ± 5 nm (n = 3 independent experiments), compatible 
with ~ 100% insertion of OL in the PC vesicle membrane. 
Because p decreases, we conclude that the dilution of RC 
and Q over a larger hydrophobic surface is the dominant 
effect. A similar pattern is observed when the OL:PC molar 
ratio is varied from 0 to 2 (Fig. 2c, curve i). Expectedly, at 
high OL:PC, a larger p decrease is measured, because of the 
larger amount of added hydrophobic surface. Note, however, 
that these first set of experiments has been carried out with 
Q:RC = 0.8, which is a condition whereby the dilution of 
RC and Q is expected to be especially effective to remove 
Q from the QB-site. In contrary, if Q:RC = 32, the dilution 
effect (reduction of p) is overtaken by the mass action effect 
that keeps p value always very close to one. (Fig. 2c, curve 
ii). We conclude that OL insertion into PC membrane car-
ried out at different Q:RC ratios shows effects that are visible 
only when the QB-site in not fully saturated.

In type II experiments (Fig. 2d), DQAQB@PC vesicles 
are mixed with pure PC vesicles possibly pre-treated with 
OLm to favor the inter-vesicles interactions. At lower pH, 
vesicle fusion/aggregation is expected, as mentioned above 
[22, 23]. In type II experiments (as well as in type III one), 
DLS supports vesicle fusion/aggregation but does not allow 
distinction between the two mechanisms. The average vesi-
cle diameter changed from 53 ± 8 (OLm-treated vesicles) 
to 80 ± 10 nm (n = 2) after the two populations are mixed.

PC vesicles not treated with OL do not show a significant 
change neither in the diameters (from 38 ± 3 to 38 ± 2 nm, 
n = 2) nor in the c. r. curve (p ~ constant, Fig. 2d, curve iii). 
This confirms that PC vesicles are stable and no significant 
transfer of RC and/or Q occurs spontaneously between the 
two vesicle populations that would lead to a reduction of p. 
In contrast, when DQAQB@PC vesicles and pure PC vesicles 
are pre-treated with OLm (OL:PC = 1 and 2, respectively), 
a clear reduction of p is observed immediately after mixing 
(Fig. 2d, curves iv and v). The time profiles after mixing 
indicate that the vesicle fusion/aggregation occurs rapidly 
after the mixing. Moreover, the process is not affected by 
stirring. Under these experimental conditions (Q:RC = 0.8), 
it is expected that following the OL-induced fusion/aggrega-
tion, Q and RC are diluted in a larger hydrophobic surface, 
leading to a reduction of p, as in the case of Fig. 2b and c 
curve i.

In type III experiments, DQA@PC vesicles are mixed 
with Q@PC vesicles (final Q:RC = 32). Here, the RC is 
initially deprived of Q (p ~ 0) and the experiments aim at 
measuring how well RC and Q mix. As in type II experi-
ments, we expect vesicle fusion/aggregation, but this time 
with a consequent increase of p because the slow phase of 
c. r. becomes accessible only when Q binds to the RC QB-
site. The curves of Fig. 2e show that Q and RC mix with a 
rate that depends on the OL amount, confirming that OL 
specifically determines the abovementioned mechanism. The 

OL amount tunes both the extent of mixing (final p ~ 0.26 
or 0.56) and the rate of mixing (koss ~ 0.059 or 0.160 min−1), 
depending on its amount (OL:PC = 1 or 2, respectively).

5  Concluding remarks

Here, we have shown a novel experimental method that 
allows monitoring vesicle transformation based on the occu-
pancy of the QB-site of the photosynthetic Reaction Center. 
From the c.r. kinetics of the RC, it is possible to extract an 
operative parameter p that can be used to indirectly assesses 
the state of the vesicle membrane where exogenous Q is 
located. Despite our method requires a specially designed 
kinetic spectrophotometer, we claim that the simple 
S-approach is sufficient for monitoring vesicle transforma-
tions, although in-depth analysis of individual variations of 
ks and As would shed more light on mechanistic details of 
the RC activity.

We have discussed the well-known case whereby OL 
micelles are added to PC vesicles, explaining how the vari-
ations of p can be interpreted on the basis of known molecu-
lar and supramolecular mechanisms. Moreover, our novel 
approach clearly evidences that the Reaction Center keeps 
its photoactivity during the membrane morphology changes. 
Therefore, in a near future, this method could be applied to 
investigations of other phenomena, such as lipid synthesis 
in artificial cells driven by light energy that might induce 
lipid compartment division. Clearly, additional complemen-
tary techniques such as fluorescence, DLS, zeta-potential, 
and electron microscopy are necessary to fully elucidate the 
mechanism under enquiry.
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